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Dekmantel


Bringing festival vibes to the online realm


  See Case 
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Balboa


An all-encompassing brand identity


  See Case 
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Snipes


Building a flexible digital hub


  See Case 
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Manolo Blahnik


Creating an immersive digital experience


  See Case 
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Foodhallen


From successful formula to powerful brand


  See Case 










We create assets that help our partners to share their ideas, culture and values with the rest of the world.

	 All types of work 

	Digital Experience

	Digital Campaign

	Branding
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 Manolo Blahnik

Manolo Blahnik
Creating an immersive digital experience

Digital Experience
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With the Manolo Blahnik Archives: ‘A New Way of Walking’, we’ve created a digital cosmos that marks the illustrious brand’s milestone 50th anniversary, spanning five immersive rooms.
	  Case study 
	  Visit live 
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 Nike

Nike
You can't be stopped

Digital Campaign
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Study shows that breast discomfort affects Women participation in Sports negatively. Wearing the right Sports Bra will make you feel more comfortable during your practice and will help you set your personal best.
	  Case study 
	  Visit live 
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 Benelux Bar

Benelux Bar
Aperitivo, Snacks and Dancing

Digital Experience
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A ‘Do it Yourself’ identity embodies Benelux’ spirit and mentality at best. Brought to life with a calendar website that gives stage to manually crafted artworks.
	  Case study 
	  Visit live 
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 Foodhallen

Foodhallen
From successful formula to powerful brand

Branding
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Foodhallen is a hotspot for locals and a must-see for tourists from all over the world. With diversity in its DNA and flavors at heart, we helped them to transform their successful formula into a powerful brand.
	  Case study 
	  Visit live 
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 Nike

Nike
Escape on the run

Digital Campaign
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In lockdown, it’s easy to feel like you’re stuck in suspended animation. That’s why more women are running—it’s become their way to connect with the outside world. It’s not about PRs or setting goals. It’s about reclaiming your time after a day of Zoom calls. Connecting with your creativity and your surroundings after a day stuck inside.
	  Case study 
	  Visit live 
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 G-Star RAW

G-Star RAW
Hardcore Denim

Digital Campaign
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For the G-Star RAW Hardcore Denim campaign we created a smooth scrolling experience highlighting each product and their best ASS-ets
	  Case study 
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 Dekmantel

Dekmantel
Bringing festival vibes to the online realm

Digital Experience
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Every year, music lovers from all over the world gather in the idyllic Amsterdamse Bos to discover new and influential electronic acts at the groundbreaking Dekmantel Festival. We were asked to translate the unique vibe of their event into an online experience.
	  Case study 
	  Visit live 
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 Snipes

Snipes
Building a flexible digital hub

Digital Experience
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Snipes, one of Europe’s biggest sneaker and streetwear chains, is home to a variety of brands. Since each brand has its own campaign page, we were asked to develop digital hubs to create a single point of entry for every brand’s collection.
	  Case study 
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 Balboa

Balboa
An all-encompassing brand identity

Branding
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Balboa makes durable bamboo chillwear especially designed for going places. We were asked to create a fitting brand identity with design elements ranging from logo and landing page to packaging materials.
	  Case study 
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 G-Star RAW

G-Star RAW
G-Star Exclusives

Digital Campaign
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We were asked by G-Star RAW to develop a rich product banner and a variety of product detail pages for the new G-Star Exclusives collection. We created a flexible setup for the product banner, each product can be entered through their existing content system. The product banner was available for the men, women and mixed landing pages and highlighting a total of 16 products.
	  Case study 
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 FEBO

FEBO
Accessible for everyone

Branding
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FEBO has been a classic in the Dutch street scene for decades, only its glory was about to perish. Declining quality perception, an older clientele and a younger audience that is becoming more critical of snacking. Together with Natwerk we restored the glory.
	  Case study 
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 M-Mediagebouw

M-Mediagebouw
A new and dynamic brand identity

Branding
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We were asked to create the brand identity for the building of the AKN foundation. The building is now called 'M' and carries the pay-off 'Homebase of the media-minded'. This outspoken brand identity underlines the media character of the building, bringing together its broadcasting history with the dynamics of new media.
	  Case study 
	  Visit live 
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 ING

ING
The Big Six

Digital Experience
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To ensure ING maintains the right focus and their team deliver on strategy and purpose they introduced the Big Six Capabilities.
	  Visit live 
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 Europizza

Europizza
Pizza driven wine bar

Digital Experience
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Not your regular kind of pizza restaurant. Europizza is a pizza driven wine bar with a focus on dishes from local produce. Since it’s launch it has been the hottest place in Amsterdam for visitors from all over the world.
	  Visit live 
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 SNS

SNS
Make the perfect Nike Blazer outfit

Digital Campaign
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We have created a game so you can style me to make the perfect Nike Blazer outfit. You can then share your Pia Blazer Style to be in with the chance to win your own pair of Nike Blazer Mid 77s.
	  Visit live 
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 LEAD Ranger

LEAD Ranger
Leading from heart to heart

Branding
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The ecosystems that balance our climate and make life on Earth possible are under extreme threat. Without sufficient action and along with humankind, we are destined to take thousands of species to extinction in this generation alone. Park Rangers are nature's first responders. Their actions in protecting ecosystems - which inherently includes communities - are pivotal in turning the tide on extinction. LEAD Ranger is committed to supporting this global community of professional Rangers.
	  Visit live 
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 Milieu Centraal

Milieu Centraal
Your compass for sustainablity

Branding
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Milieu Centraal is the practical guide for sustainable tips and advice. How much can you save with floor isolation? What is the impact of a flight of a kilo of meat? And where do you keep dispose an old video tape? Milieu Centraal provides you with independent, practical and reliable information.
	  Visit live 
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Coming soon!










Hello there, please let us know how we can help you?
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